ONE WORLD :   TWO WARS
would take steps which could subject Japanese-American relations
to a serious if not dangerous strain. If war comes between the two
countries it will probably not come through plans carefully weighed
and calculated by either side in advance but through spontaneous
combustion arising from an act or acts of an inflammatory nature.
The American people do not want war with anyone ; certain
prominent Americans discount the possibility of war and they tell the
people that there is no risk of war. The voices raised against this
thesis include a few far-seeing men like Walter Lippmann, but the
others appear to have almost a clear field.
General Abe, the former Prime Minister who has been appointed
envoy to the Wang Ching-wei regime and is to proceed to Nanking
on April 15, is going ostensibly to negotiate with Wang Ching-wei
a basis for Japanese recognition and a treaty, but his real negotia-
tions will be with the Japanese military authorities on the spot, and it
remains to be seen how much he can secure of the Konoye programme
in principle arfd in practice. The future as regards Japanese-American
relations will depend in large degree on the outcome of these
negotiations.
The next few months may be important, perhaps even critical,
but that is a trite observation which I make periodically. I do not
yet know whether I ought to go on leave to the United States this
spring or not. If there appears a real opportunity for constructive
work here I shall not go. On the other hand, there is little more
that I can say to the Japanese Government; our position has been
made abundantly clear ; we can only await results. It may be that
I can do more useful -work at home and, furthermore, gain in wisdom
by listening more closely to the voice of our Government and people
as I did last summer, with profit. I shall talk to Arita and see what
he has to offer, and shall again consult Washington towards the end
of April or the beginning of May.
ARITA ENDS THE CONVERSATIONS NOMURA BEGAN
April 26, 1940
When Mr. Arita came to the Embassy this evening I asked whether
he desired our conversation to be formal or informal. He replied,
" Entirely informal." He then said he wished to apologize for
having failed to carry out his intention expressed to me when he
toojc office last January, to continue the conversations begun with me
by his predecessor, Admiral Nomura. After studying the situation,
he had come to the conclusion that because of the wide discrepancy
in the views of our two countries in matters of principle, a continuance
of the conversations looking towards the negotiation of a new com-
mercial treaty at this juncture would be futile.
I agreed with Mr. Arita that important discrepancies in questions
of principle existed in the views of our two Governments, but I added
that more acute phases of the difficulties between the United States

